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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to explore the influence of the French post- 
im pressionist painter, Paul Cezanne, on the style of Ernest Hemingway. 
Hem ingw ay talked or w rote about this influence enough times to w arrant an 
investigation, and the connection betw een the two artists has been explored 
by num erous critics in the past. In m ost instances, however, these analyses 
have been som ewhat superficial (probably due in part to the difficulties of 
com paring visual and verbal art), and they have failed to discover how far 
Hem ingw ay w ent in developing certain aspects of his style after w hat he 
learned from Cezanne.
This thesis analyzes three of H em ingw ay’s works as exem plary of the 
three stages of incorporating into his w riting the lessons he learned from 
Cezanne. The first stage, only partly successful, is represented by his first 
attem pt to render landscape scenes after the style of the paintings he had seen. 
The second stage is represented by the nearly complete success at creating 
Cezannesque landscapes in his first novel. The final stage finds Hem ingway 
m oving beyond landscape passages to integrate the im portant lessons from 
Cezanne into the broader goals he set for his fiction.
MAKE IT ACCORDING TO CEZANNE

I can make a landscape like Mr.
Paul Cezanne. I learned how  to 
m ake a landscape from Mr. Paul 
Cezanne by walking through the 
Luxem bourg M useum  a thousand 
times . . .  -1
A lthough H em ingw ay m ade this statem ent in 1949, to Lillian Ross in 
the well-known New Yorker interview, he refers to the Paris years of the 
1920's w hen he was forging his style. He always had a penchant for talking 
about his craft, so w e have m any testaments from  the author himself about 
his experim ental style, even some others about the influence of Cezanne, but 
none quite so b lunt as this one in regard to the painter's effect on his work. 
W ithout these statem ents, his contem porary audience m ight nevertheless 
have had  some notion of w hat he was up to, because from the beginning it 
was obvious to reviewers that painters had an im pact on his writing.
Edm und W ilson m ay have been the first to recognize H em ingw ay's 
painterliness. W hen he reviewed "Mr. Hem ingw ay's Dry-Points" in October 
of 1924, he saw  a connection w ith Goya as he read the vignettes of in our time 
and  posited that their pictorial quality was an essential element of 
Hem ingw ay's art. Shortly afterwards, a reviewer for his form er employer, the 
Kansas City Star, was struck by the same quality:
H em ingw ay’s real pow er in description [is] in picking out the 
essentials of an object or a person or an action in m uch the 
same w ay that contem porary painters are endeavoring to do;
2
3add also the spare inevitableness of his characters, and you 
have fiction which arouses the definitely esthetic emotions as 
m uch as does good music or good painting.
W ith the appearance of In Our Time , Paul Rosenfeld w rote in 1925 that 
"Hemingway's short stories belong w ith Cubist painting," and late the 
following year, Allen Tate described his m ethod in that collection as 
" poin tillist e."2
Given these early reviews and Hem ingway's ow n statem ents about the 
im portance of Cezanne to his work, it is rem arkable that scholars have yet to 
explore fully Hem ingw ay's connections w ith the progenitor of m odern 
painting. During the past thirty years, m any have at least acknowledged this 
connection but have usually analyzed it only in the m ost general way, as for 
exam ple, Sheldon Grebstein's Hemingway's Craft and  Raym ond Nelson's 
Hemingway: Expressionist Artist. Nelson's book exemplifies the pitfalls of 
such general analysis; w orking from a too broad definition of Expressionism, 
he also fails to apply his ideas adequately in a close examination of the fiction. 
Since Hem ingw ay was so explicit (in letters, in conversation, and even in his 
fiction) about the degree of Cezanne's influence, a closer analysis is called for.
A lthough her exam ination is also rather general, Emily Stipes W atts's 
exam ination is m ore satisfying for its closer look at the various aspects of 
Cezanne's style that come to bear on Hemingway. Meyly Chin Hagem ann's 
study illum inates by discussing the specific works to which Hem ingway had 
access during the Paris years, and she goes on to examine three early stories in 
detail; however, her argum ents for a rather complex influence do not seem 
plausible, especially since two of the stories she analyzes w ere w ritten before 
H em ingw ay even began to apply the techniques he was learning from
4Cezanne. Kenneth Johnston adds to our base of knowledge by bringing to our 
attention that paintings in addition to those indicated by Hagem ann were also 
available to Hem ingw ay during the Paris years. However, Johnston's study 
centers on watercolors that are often incomplete works, and he equates the 
"patches of white" (bare canvas) in them  with H em ingw ay’s practice of 
omission. While there is an equation between Hem ingw ay's omissions and 
Cezanne's pictures, it is not to be found in the blank areas of Cezanne's 
unfinished paintings. Still others analyze the connection w ith varying 
degrees of success, bu t all fall short of showing how  integral Cezanne's 
influence was w ith H em ingw ay's developm ent during those formative years 
he spent in Paris.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the connection w ith Cezanne 
and to show the im pact not only upon Hem ingw ay’s treatm ent of landscape 
bu t also upon the whole of his early fiction. In doing so, we will discover that 
H em ingw ay was so taken w ith Cezanne precisely because he saw in his 
paintings a confirmation of his ow n theories and because by returning time 
and again to study them  he learned how  to develop those theories to greater 
effect.
H em ingw ay's tutelage under Ezra Pound and the resulting effect of 
Im agism  on his developm ent is well known, so it should not surprise us that 
H em ingw ay w ould tu rn  to painting for instruction in technique.4 In 
Cezanne, he found som eone sym pathetic to his ow n grow ing belief that he 
had  to recreate for his reader the intense emotion he felt from certain 
experiences and that a m ere representation of the experience that engendered 
strong feelings w as far from enough. Hem ingway soon became aware that
5[a] painter could . . . change the light, alter the line, shift the color 
of reality until it suited his purpose. So could a writer, Ernest 
realized: reality was not art and realism was not photography. 
Once he knew his purpose, all that m attered was telling the story 
r i g h t . . . .  He came to realize w hat Ezra told him: fiction and 
painting were both based on selection. . . . [What one] left out 
was still invisibly present if he did it right.5 
This assessm ent gives a clear indication of how  extensively H em ingw ay's 
th inking about painting began to integrate with his thinking about his fiction.
H em ingw ay m et Sherwood Anderson tow ards the end of 1920 and, w ith his 
guidance during the next year, began to develop some understanding of 
m odern painting (particularly the post-im pressionists and the Cubists), to 
w hich he had  only lim ited exposure prior to that time. He spent m any hours 
at the A rt Institute in Chicago during his youth, especially during the fifteen 
m onths he lived in that city before m oving to Europe. By 1920, the collection 
contained works by M ary Cassatt, H enri Matisse, and Claude Monet, bu t the 
m ore traditional painters captured Hem ingw ay's attention a t that time— 
Delacroix, El Greco, and particularly W inslow Homer, whose canvases w ould 
becom e m odels for the paintings of Thomas H udson in Islands in the Stream 
over thirty  years later. H om er seems an odd model for imitation for a writer 
w ho so thoroughly em braced certain aspects of m odern painting during his 
form ative years, bu t he became a m odel less for his technique than for the 
values and ideals portrayed in his pictures. As Michael Reynolds 
dem onstrates in The Young Hemingway, he w ould never become wholly 
m odern. The artistic and hum an values he developed in conservative Oak
6Park were too deeply ingrained ever to be cast off entirely. In this conflict 
betw een the traditional and the m odern, we can detect a fundam ental 
connection between Hem ingw ay and Cezanne.
Both artists held largely traditional moral and artistic values bu t sought 
new  ways of expressing their sentim ents through their respective media. 
Cezanne's innovations are the very beginnings of m odern painting, yet m uch 
of his inspiration came from the seventeenth century Neoclassicist, Nicolas 
Poussin, and to a slightly lesser degree, from Eugene Delacroix, who was 
som ething of an alembic for Poussin's theories. Here is a striking parallel to 
Hem ingw ay, whose debt to m odern fiction is exceeded by his contribution to 
it w ith his radically different prose style. Both the w riter and the painter are 
m odernists by virtue of their techniques yet both are dependent on, even 
dedicated to, older artistic and ethical values. Cezanne found in his m entors 
and in his contemporaries, the Impressionists, a starting point for his own 
rem arkable stylistic and technical advances. Similarly, H em ingw ay 
m aintained a conventional structure and line of developm ent in his fiction 
and departed  from those conventions w ith his stylistic experiments and 
m odern  subject m atter, but he never developed in this respect to the extent 
that did, say, G ertrude Stein or James Joyce. Unlike the w riters and painters 
w ho w ere often obsessed w ith the stylistic and technical processes of their art, 
the values Hem ingw ay expresses in his w riting are nothing if not traditional.6
H em ingw ay's arrival in Paris at the end of 1921 m arks the real 
beginning of his assimilation of m odern painting and literature. W ithin 
three m onths he m et Ezra Pound and G ertrude Stein, both of whom  exerted a 
considerable influence upon the im pressionable young writer. Pound "was 
the m an [he] liked and trusted the m ost as a critic then, the m an who believed
7in the mot juste--the one and only correct w ord  to use—the m an w ho had
7
taught [him] to distrust adjectives
Although he had been introduced to m odern painting by Anderson, it 
was not until H em ingw ay m et G ertrude Stein that he began to develop his 
appreciative understanding of it. She is generally acknowledged as having 
been the single m ost im portant influence upon him  during the Paris years, at 
least w ith regard to his education about painting. The salon of her apartm ent 
was the epicenter of m odern art in Europe, and anyone even remotely 
connected w ith it passed through or was talked about there. H er collection of 
paintings was am ong the m ost completely representative of the day, even 
after the earlier split w ith her brother dim inished the collection considerably. 
She is said to have cham pioned Cezanne to Hem ingw ay and adm onished 
him  to 'look at and learn from' the portrait of M adam e Cezanne (see 
frontispiece) which hung in her apartm ent and inspired her ow n writing.
That rem ark, as it has come dow n to us, is conspicuous in its lack of 
interpretive information. Stein seems only to say, "Here is Cezanne. Make of 
him  w hat you will." Furthermore, there is some doubt as to the efficacy of 
anything Stein m ight have tried to teach H em ingw ay concerning then 
current theories on painting. John Rewald, Cezanne biographer and critic, in 
Cezanne the Steins and Their Circle, concludes tha t there was little of 
substance in her criticisms of Cezanne, that her taste was for "anything 
unconventional." "In later years Leo [Stein] stated m ore than once that his 
sister's art appreciation had been neither deep nor original and that her 
subsequent accounts of her aesthetic discoveries were not truthful."
A lthough w e m ay doubt the validity of a statem ent that obviously reflects the 
bitterness of the break between the siblings, Rewald dem onstrates that, of the
8two, Leo was the m ore cogent theoretician. Finally, Rewald cites "Clive Bell's 
rather blunt views of the Steins, according to which 'neither, so far as I could 
m ake out, had a genuine feeling for visual art. . . . The tru th  is that they were 
a pair of theorists . . .  and that for them  pictures were pegs on which to hang 
hypotheses.'" Though we are left to ponder the exact m eaning and 
im portance of "a genuine feeling for visual art," the Steins certainly had 
enough of it to assemble a formidable and influential collection of paintings. 
It appears then that Stein provided the young w riter w ith little critical insight 
into the w onders of m odern painting and that her chief contribution to this 
aspect of his developm ent was merely to provide exposure and 
encouragem ent, but as far as Hem ingw ay was concerned, that was enough.
He could take it from there. As Dos Passos w ould later say of him, "He had [a] 
shrew d eye for painting. He w ould take in excellence of color and design at a 
glance."9
H em ingw ay soon became aware that others, even painters, were 
w restling w ith some of the same artistic concerns that occupied him. Of this 
period he has stated,
I was trying to write then and I found the greatest difficulty, aside 
from know ing truly w hat you really felt, rather than w hat you 
were supposed to feel, and had  been taught to feel was to p u t 
dow n w hat really happened in action; w hat the actual things 
w ere which produced the em otion that you experienced.10 
In view  of this statem ent of his earliest stylistic concerns, it comes as no 
surprise that H em ingw ay was imm ediately attracted to Cezanne's pictures, for 
the painter had similar objectives for his ow n art. Cezanne sought in 
rendering nature to capture the essence of his subject, to convey to the viewer
9the overw helm ing emotion he experienced w hen contem plating the natural 
world. A lthough Cezanne died feeling he had not reached the level of 
expression he hoped for, the sentim ents expressed above help to account for 
the special qualities that were unique to his painting, and these qualities did 
not escape the shrew d eye of Ernest Hemingway:
I w ent [to the M usee du Luxembourg] nearly every day for the 
Cezannes . . . .  I was learning something from the painting of 
Cezanne that m ade w riting sim ple true sentences far from 
enough to m ake the stories have the dimensions that I was 
trying to p u t in them. I was learning very m uch from him  bu t I 
was not articulate enough to explain it to anyone. Besides it was 
a secret (AMF , p. 13).
Meyly Chin H agem ann, in "Hemingway's Secret: Visual to Verbal 
Art," was the first to m ove beyond generalities, w hen exploring the Cezanne-- 
H em ingw ay connection, to determ ine the specific pictures accessible to 
H em ingw ay and to discuss some of the canvases he certainly saw. In doing so 
she broke substantial ground in exploring a most im portant connection in 
Hem ingw ay's developm ent. Like Hagem ann, I have found that during the 
period betw een his arrival in Paris and the sum m er of 1924 (when he begins 
"Big Two-Hearted River," the first of his Cezanne stories) Hem ingw ay m ay 
have seen as m any as forty or more Cezanne paintings. They appeared in the 
perm anent collections of the M usee du  Luxem bourg and the Louvre and in 
five tem porary exhibitions held during this period. Given the close 
proxim ity of the sites and Stein's sway over Hem ingw ay during this time (if 
she had  suggested he view the pictures, he w ould certainly have complied), it 
is not at all unlikely that Hem ingw ay saw all of the works exhibited.11
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In addition to the portrait of M adame Cezanne in Stein's apartm ent 
and the landscapes at the M usee du  Luxembourg, which Hem ingw ay visited 
repeatedly, the Louvre's collection contained nine canvases bequeathed to it 
twenty-five years earlier. Though Hem ingway does not refer to these 
specifically w hen w riting about the period, he surely w ould have seen them. 
Besides these, there were twelve other Cezanne pictures exhibited that first 
spring in Paris. From 15 M arch to 20 April, 1922, an exhibition to benefit the 
M usee de Strassbourg contained three canvases: a self-portrait, a simple 
landscape, and a rather "abstract" (Cezanne deplored the term) landscape 
which shows definite tendencies tow ards w hat w ould later develop into 
Cubism. A second exhibition, from 3 May to 3 June at Galerie Paul 
Rosenberg, contained landscapes, portraits, still lifes, and figures totalling 
nine canvases.
Two years later, in the spring of 1924, two more exhibitions of 
Cezanne's works took place. From 3 M arch to 22 March, at the Galerie 
Bernheim Jeune, thirteen canvases were on display. Two of these had been 
show n previously at the Rosenberg exhibition. This was the largest and most 
com prehensive exhibition of Cezanne’s work show n in Paris during 
H em ingw ay's residence there. It m ade a notable im pression upon him, for 
this is the exhibit that Nick Adam s m entions in the unpublished ending to 
"Big Tw o-H earted River."
He could see the Cezanne's. The portrait at G ertrude 
Stein's. She'd know  it if he ever got things right. The two good 
ones at the Luxembourg, the ones he'd seen every day at the 
loan exhibit at Bernheim's. The soldiers undressing to swim, 
the house through the trees, one of the trees w ith a house
11
beyond, not the lake one, the other lake one. The portrait of the 
boy.12
Exhibited more or less concurrently, from 10 March to 10 April, were seven 
other canvases show n to benefit the Societe des Amis du Luxembourg. Only 
one other Cezanne picture was show n during this period—an im m ature, 
early w ork of no consequence to this study.
Although the evidence makes it clear that H em ingw ay's developm ent 
owes m uch to the paintings of Cezanne, precise areas of influence do not 
clearly emerge from any of the statem ents the w riter himself m ade, yet by 
considering Cezanne's aims and style, w e are able to identify very distinctly 
those features which readily attracted the young w riter's perceptive eye and 
which Hem ingw ay began to assimilate into his fiction at an early stage of his 
developm ent as a writer.
In creating a bridge from Impressionism to the m odern art of the 20th 
century, Cezanne developed an individual style multi-faceted w ith artistic 
breakthroughs in alm ost every area of representational painting. His palette, 
application of paint, use of light, strong volumetric forms, and  his 
organization of picture space and the resulting extraordinary dynam ism  all 
bear features that are uniquely his own and new to painting in his day. Not 
all of these features are equally suited for a young w riter seeking a 
confirm ation of his budding  theories and a realization of his artistic aims in 
w riting fiction. For example, it w ould be difficult, probably impossible, to 
create in w ords the extraordinary effects one sees in Cezanne’s colors, his 
creation of an inner light, or his particular brush stroke. This is not to say 
that some of these qualities do not find a place in Hem ingw ay's writing, but 
w hen w e examine the relevant pictures and the stories from the first stage of
12
H em ingw ay's w riting career, it seems quite clear that Hem ingw ay was m ost 
taken by Cezanne's organization of the elements of a picture: the substance of 
the volum es or forms in the picture and their arrangem ent in the picture 
space that creates a strong spatial tension and makes for a dram atic rendering 
of the subject. This seems even m ore evident w hen we consider that 
H em ingw ay's exposure to Cezanne apparently did  not include pictures from 
the last phase of the painter's career, wherein he came to devote himself 
prim arily  to the effects of color upon his compositions.
Before considering the main particulars of this study-C ezanne’s style, 
the specific pictures, and the fiction exhibiting Cezanne's influence-it is 
inform ative to note the striking similarities betw een the artistic aims and 
ideals of Cezanne and  Hemingway. In several respects, both held the same 
view  of their respective arts and strove for similar ends: to represent similar 
ideals and to find new ways of expressing them  on canvas or w ith words. 
These sim ilarities seem all the m ore striking in view  of the fact that 
H em ingw ay seems not to have know n of Cezanne's theories, values, or 
m otives for painting. Nevertheless, he was intensely aw are of his kinship 
w ith  Cezanne, even if unable to articulate his sensations. A passage already 
cited from  A Moveable Feast clearly indicates that Cezanne's pictures 
com pelled H em ingw ay to strive far beyond "writing simple true sentences," 
just as Cezanne had striven to m ove beyond the representational aims of his 
contem poraries. H e w anted his stories to have another dim ension that 
conveyed far m ore than his reportorial w riting and the fiction he had 
produced from it.
The following passage from "On W riting" dem onstrates the degree to 
w hich H em ingw ay understood Cezanne, even though in A Moveable Feast
13
he professes not to have been very articulate in his thinking at this time.
This passage does not give us m uch in the w ay of a technical comparison of 
the w riter and the painter, but it does indicate that, w ith regard to their 
individual arts, they shared struggles in w hat they were trying to accomplish 
and how  they w ent about reaching their goals:
It was easy to write if you used the tricks. Everybody used 
them. Joyce had invented hundreds of new ones. Just because 
they were new  d idn 't m ake them  any better. They w ould all 
turn  into cliches.
He w anted to write like Cezanne painted.
Cezanne started w ith all the tricks. Then he broke the 
whole thing dow n and built the real thing. It was hell to do. He 
was the greatest. The greatest for always. It w asn't a cult. He, 
Nick, w anted to write about country so it w ould be there like 
Cezanne had done it in painting. You had to do it from inside 
yourself. There w asn't any trick. N obody had ever w ritten 
about country like that. He felt almost holy about it. It was 
deadly serious. You could do it if you w ould fight it out. If 
you 'd  lived right w ith your eyes.
It was a thing you couldn't talk about. H e was going to 
work on it until he got it. Maybe never, bu t he w ould know as 
he got near it. It was a job. Maybe for all his life (NAS, p. 239).
H em ingw ay here shows a rather astute understanding of Cezanne's 
oeuvre. Cezanne started w ith the "tricks" of the Im pressionists, the new  
techniques they had  developed for a m ore objective or a m ore truthful 
rendering of their observations of the natural world. But w hat was an end in
14
itself for the Impressionists, was only the beginning for Cezanne. He "broke 
the whole [Impressionist] thing down" and used their techniques as tools, 
w ith which he "built the real thing" upon the classical foundations of 
Poussin and Delacroix. There is throughout this passage a strong kinship 
betw een Nick (Hemingway) and Cezanne, whose feelings about their art and 
about w hat they strove to accomplish are rem arkably similar.
Both artists share the idea of "building," such that the product of their 
endeavor was som ething wholly new  w ith an existence of its own, beyond 
m ere representation. This is som ething that H em ingw ay developed early in 
his landscape passages bu t which also carried over into other aspects of his 
fiction. Cezanne also w anted to m ake out of Impressionism  som ething as 
solid and substantial as his classical models, just as H em ingw ay was after 
som ething m uch m ore than trickery. Cezanne struggled all his life w ith 
every aspect of his art; he w ould have agreed w ith Nick that "[i]t was hell to 
do." It sometimes took him  m onths to complete a picture. For Nick 
(Hemingway) and Cezanne, it was something ”[y]ou had to do . .  . from inside 
yourself. There w asn 't any trick." N o one had ever w ritten about country 
like that, and no one had ever painted it like Cezanne. A nd Cezanne 
certainly felt holy about it, believed that you had to fight it out, and that you 
m ust live right w ith your eyes. And w hether he chose to keep his secrets or 
w as unable to articulate them , it was a thing Cezanne d idn 't talk about. But 
from  the evidence that we do have of Cezanne’s personal artistic aims, it 
alm ost appears as if Hem ingw ay knew his m ind as well as any of the painter's 
closest associates and that he used those thoughts to construct Nick's thinking 
in the passage above.
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In M eyly Chin Hagem ann's study, she examines a group of stories, w ritten in 
1923 and 1924, as exemplary of Cezanne's influence; however, careful 
consideration of these stories in light of several factors indicates that "Big 
Two-Hearted River" is the only one of the group, and the first Hem ingw ay 
story, to bear Cezanne's influence. Hagem ann's argum ents for including two 
other stories, "Out of Season" and "Indian Camp," in a Cezanne group offer 
som e rather specious conclusions about the level of sophistication that 
H em ingw ay w ould have to have reached to accomplish them. One m ight 
argue that Hem ingw ay was unaw are of the Cezanne influence in these 
stories, bu t that w ould be inconsistent w ith the extratextual evidence. 
H em ingw ay was rarely unaw are of any aspect of his writing or of the new 
developm ents he was bringing to fiction. Rather, his letters and other writing 
indicate that he was aware of Cezanne’s influence, that he w as decidedly in a 
process of working it into his ow n art, and that until "Big Two-Hearted 
River," he had  not succeeded, if he had attem pted it at all.
"Out of Season" and "Indian Camp" were both w ritten before the 
exhibition at Bernheim's in the spring of '24. The paintings there held a 
particular fascination for Hem ingway, as indicated by the fact that he 
m entions no others in his writings except the ones at Stein's apartm ent and 
the Luxembourg. Though H em ingw ay had surely seen the exhibitions of 
Cezanne's w ork two years earlier, those were held soon after his arrival in 
Paris. H e w ould have only recently m et G ertrude Stein and so w ould have 
just begun the m ost significant phase of his art history education, and the 
earlier exhibitions were not as significant displays of Cezanne's w ork as the 
Bernheim show  of 1924, which was the m ost nearly comprehensive. 
H em ingw ay's writing, in theory and in practice, advanced greatly after the
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1924 exhibition, during a burst of creativity that m ay have culm inated in "Big 
Tw o-H earted River".
O ther associations to this story further the likelihood that it is the first 
in which H em ingw ay emulates Cezanne. "On Writing," the original coda to 
"Big Two-Hearted River," contains the m ost explicit statem ent we have of 
Cezanne's influence. Carlos Baker tells us that a letter to G ertrude Stein, 
describing a long short story w ith "country like Cezanne," refers to "Big 
Tw o-H earted River":
I have finished two long short stories, one of them not m uch 
good and finished the long one I w orked on before I w ent to 
Spain ["Big Two-Hearted River"] where I'm trying to do the 
country like Cezanne and having a hell of a time and sometimes 
getting it a little bit. It is about 100 pages long and nothing 
happens and the country is swell, I m ade it all up, so I see it all 
and part of it comes out the way it ought to, it is swell about the 
fish, but isn't writing a hard  job though? It used to be easy before 
I m et you. Certainly was bad, Gosh, I’m awfully bad now but it's 
a different kind of bad.13 
If H em ingw ay had  w ritten any other Cezanne stories prior to this one, he 
w ould probably not have m ade such a singular reference to "Big Two-Hearted 
River" in this letter.
After a couple of years under Stein’s tutelage and the opportunity  to 
see about three dozen Cezanne paintings, Hem ingway was ready to try his 
hand at pu tting  into words the things he saw and felt w hen contem plating 
Cezanne, bu t he found himself "having a hell of a time and sometimes 
getting it [only] a little bit." Hem ingw ay was very astute w hen assessing his
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ow n accomplishments and those of other artists, as this comm ent to Stein 
about "Big Two-Hearted River" certainly indicates.
Two passages from the first part of the story afford an opportunity to
observe both H em ingw ay’s success and failure at this attempt:
Nick looked at the burned-over stretch of hillside, where
he had expected to find the scattered houses of the town and then
w alked dow n the railroad track to the bridge over the river. The
river w as there. It swirled against the log piles of the bridge.
Nick looked dow n into the clear, brow n water, colored from the
pebbly bottom, and watched the trout keeping themselves steady
in the current w ith wavering fins. As he watched them they
changed their positions by quick angles, only to hold steady in the
fast w ater again. Nick watched them  a long time.
*  *  *
He hiked along the road, sweating in the sun, climbing to cross 
the range of hills that separated the railw ay from the pine plains.
The road ran on, dipping occasionally, bu t always 
climbing. Nick w ent on up. Finally the road after going parallel 
to the burn t hillside reached the top. Nick leaned back against a 
stum p and slipped out of the pack harness. Ahead of him, as far 
as he could see, was the pine plain. The burned country stopped 
off at the left w ith the range of hills. On ahead islands of dark 
pine trees rose out of the plain. Far off to the left was the line of 
the river. Nick followed it w ith his eye and caught glints of the 
w ater in the sun.
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There was nothing bu t the pine plain ahead of him, until 
the far blue hills that m arked the Lake Superior height of land. 
He could hardly see them, faint and far away in the heat-light 
over the plain. If he looked too steadily they were gone. But if 
he only half-looked they were there, the far-off hills of the 
height of land.14
Here, we can see Hem ingw ay struggling and, then, finally getting it a little bit. 
In the first selection, Nick is walking through the countryside, observing the 
various elements of the landscape as he comes upon them. By allowing Nick 
to catalogue his im m ediate surroundings, H em ingw ay does not allow him 
the physical or psychological distance from the country that he needs for the 
objective, organized view that w ould elevate the passage above mere 
description. If this first selection succeeds in any way, it is only in the rather 
unengaging statem ent, "The river was there." In other passages, this kind of 
direct statem ent w ould be an attem pt to establish and em phasize the 
"thingness" of the river. It m ay have som ething of that effect here, bu t the 
sentence prim arily establishes the presence of the river in contrast to the 
absence of the houses from the burned-aw ay hillside.
In the first full paragraph of the second passage above, Hem ingw ay gets 
it a little bit, largely due to the fact that Nick is now  looking at the distant 
landscape from which he is rem oved, m uch like the perspective one has 
w hen viewing a painting. The various elements of the vista are rendered 
w ithout the telling details that m ade his observations in the first passage too 
personal. Here, things are not described but rather are identified only by their 
m ost salient aspect: "the pine plain . . . burned country . . . the range of 
hills . . .  islands of dark pine trees . . .  the [graphical] line of the river." His
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viewing passes into the distant background and dissolves into aerial 
perspective: "the far blue hills . . . faint and far away in the heat-light of 
land." Cezanne never rendered even the m ost distant elements of a picture 
in aerial perspective, and w hen Hem ingw ay does this, he begins to call upon 
insubstantial, qualifying adjectives for his intended effect, instead of simply 
show ing us the landscape as he does in the preceding paragraph.
One of Cezanne's greatest achievements is his handling of spatial 
depth  in new  ways. Instead of using aerial perspective and lines converging 
on a vanishing point, as his predecessors had done, he created the effect of 
depth  largely w ith color, graduating from w arm er colors in the foreground to 
cooler ones for background elements. M ore im portant is Cezanne's practice 
of balancing foreground and background elements, giving nearly equal 
treatm ent to both areas of the composition. For him  all elements of the 
picture space w ere of more or less equal value. In addition to color, he used 
less detail on foreground objects and rendered m ore distant elements w ith a 
greater sense of volume, thus bringing them  forw ard tow ard the picture 
plane. A nd w ithout lines receding into the background, depth  and negative 
space are greatly diminished. But while the effect is to flatten the space, the 
pictures are anything but two-dimensional. Rather, space is de-em phasized to 
strengthen the volum es and the balance of the composition overall. 
Hem ingw ay has not been able to bring this about completely in "Big 
Two-Hearted River," bu t he is not far from gaining full control of the m any 
aspects of Cezanne he was trying to bring to his writing.
One other passage from this story is of interest here and is probably the 
m ost successful, not so m uch because Hem ingway brings to bear all of the 
Cezannesque elements that influence him  (though he does get it a little bit) as
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for the fact that it most readily conveys the intense emotion that Cezanne felt 
about nature and painting and evinced in his pictures. The same feelings are 
experienced by Nick and m ost of H em ingw ay’s narrators w hen they are 
im m ersed in the country.
There was no underbrush in the island of pine trees. The 
trunks of the trees w ent straight up or slanted tow ard each other. 
The trunks were straight and brow n w ithout branches. The 
branches were high above. Some interlocked to make a solid 
shadow  on the brown forest floor. A round the grove of trees 
was a bare space. It was brow n and soft underfoot as Nick 
walked on it. This was the over-lapping of the pine needle floor, 
extending out beyond the w idth  of the high branches. The trees 
had grow n tall and the branches m oved high, leaving in the sun 
this bare space they had once covered with shadow. Sharp at the 
edge of this extension of the forest floor commenced the sweet 
fern.
Nick slipped off his pack and lay dow n in the shade. He 
lay on his back and looked up into the pine trees. His neck and 
back and the small of his back rested as he stretched. The earth 
felt good against his back. H e looked up  at the sky, through the 
branches, and then shut his eyes. H e opened them  and looked 
up again. There was w ind high up  in the branches. He shut his 
eyes again and w ent to sleep (ShSt, pp.212-13).
The sam e successes in the other passages of the story are evident here, but 
they are m ore well sustained. Though Nick is m uch m ore a part of the 
picture than is usually the case in Hem ingway's best landscape passages, the
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description is m uch m ore objective than in the previous excerpts. Nouns 
predom inate as Nick shows us how it was. Hem ingway restricts his use of 
adjectives (Pound had taught him  to distrust them) to the m ost elemental 
words: "straight," "solid," "bare," "high," "tall," "brown," and  of course 
"good." Only twice does Nick comment that som ething is "soft" or "sweet," 
which is just enough to m ake the scene his own and ours. A nd finally, 
som ething else is at w ork here to bind the whole together and to give it a 
touch of lyricism that draw s us into Nick’s world as he drops off to sleep.
This passage exemplifies, as well as any other, the rhythm ic repetition that 
H em ingw ay uses to such great effect, and that repetition is alm ost exclusively 
of the substantive nouns and elemental adjectives in this passage. This 
passage clearly foreshadow s the successes he w ould have in The Sun Also 
Rises.
In his first novel, landscape plays a role similar to that in "Big Two-Hearted 
River," but on a grander scale. Although Nick is m uch closer to the land 
than  anyone in SARf the country has a cathartic effect on Jake and Bill as well. 
Book II is alm ost idyllic in nature and contains virtually all of the landscape 
passages of the novel. A great portion of it is devoted to the trips to 
Pam plona, during w hich the local scenery dom inates the narrative, and to 
Burguete for the fishing, which allows Jake and Bill to escape from the 
decayed w orld of their other acquaintances. H em ingw ay has honed his skill 
at incorporating the things he has learned from the m any hours of looking at 
Cezanne's pictures. The successes he attained in "Big Two-Hearted River" are 
again evident as are others which eluded him in the earlier attem pt. The
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earliest landscape passages in the novel, while not the m ost substantial, show
w hat he has learned:
We ate the sandwiches and drank the Chablis and
watched the country out of the window. The grain was just
beginning to ripen and the fields were full of poppies. The
pastureland was green, and there were fine trees, and sometimes
big rivers and chateaux off in the tree s .. . .
*  *  *
Afterward we passed through the Landes and watched the sun 
set. There were w ide fire-gaps cut through the pines, and you 
could look up  them  like avenues and see w ooded hills w ay off. 
About seven-thirty we had  dinner and w atched the country 
through the open w indow  in the diner. It was all sandy pine 
country full of heather. There were little clearings w ith houses 
in them, and once in a while we passed a sawmill. It got dark 
and we could feel the country hot and sandy and dark outside of 
the w indow , and about nine o'clock we got into Bayonne.15 
A lthough Jake and Bill are passing through the country, H em ingw ay does not 
call attention to that fact as he did w ith Nick. We have a greater sense of the 
distance betw een the viewer and the viewed for several reasons. There is a 
greater physical distance between Jake and the country than w ith Nick. Jake is 
also isolated from it in the train, looking ou t through a w indow  (picture 
frame?). Nick often moves specifically to get a better look at som ething, but 
Jake sees only w hat chances to come before him, just as one sees in a painting 
w hatever the artist chooses to p u t before the viewer.
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In this scene from SAR, we get a definite sense of the expanse of the 
countryside but alm ost no differentiation between foreground and 
background. Nothing fades into aerial perspective as it d id  w hen Nick 
described his view. Jake only notes at one point that som ething is "way off" 
in the distance. He points to the fact that there is depth to the picture bu t stays 
away from the kind of gradation of depth which a reference to aerial 
perspective w ould indicate. His focus is m ainly on w hat he sees and not on 
w here  it is in relation to anything else. Each element in the composition has 
equal w eight and importance, and he refrains from using any qualifying, 
ornam ental adjectives. The effect is greatly enhanced by Hem ingway's use of 
expletives ("there were" and "it was") to place things in the scene as if he (or 
Jake) is speaking them  into existence. As subsequent passages will reveal 
even m ore clearly, Hem ingway is "making" and not describing here. Lastly, 
he calls attention to the upw ard slope of the firegaps, which recalls the 
upw ard  tilting of the foreground used by Cezanne to generate dynamic 
m ovem ent and to contain the picture space.
The trip from Bayonne offers scenery that directly recalls the kind often 
found in Cezanne country, which Hem ingw ay visited during the late spring 
of 1924.
He [the driver] piled in the bags and we started off up  the street 
and out of the town. We passed some lovely gardens and had a 
good look back at the town, and then we were out in the country, 
green and rolling, and the road climbing all the time. W e passed 
lots of Basques w ith oxen, or cattle, hauling carts along the road, 
and nice farm houses, low roofs, and all white-plastered. In the 
Basque country the land all looks very rich and green and the
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houses and villages look well-off and clean. . . . [T]he houses in 
the villages had  red tiled roofs, and then the road turned off and 
commenced to climb and we were going way up close along a 
hillside, w ith a valley below and hills stretched off back tow ard 
the sea. You couldn't see the sea. It was too far away. You could 
see only hills and more hills, and you knew  w here the sea was 
(.SAR , pp. 91-92).
In this passage, the subject elements to which Jake calls our attention are 
rem arkably similar to elements often found in Cezanne's pictures. The 
catalogue here indicates that Cezanne country came to m ind as Hem ingway 
recreates the Basque country he had also travelled. Farm houses w ith low, red 
tiled roofs and w hite-plastered walls, as well as green and rolling distant hills 
fronted by expansive valleys are common to the area in and  around 
Aix-en-Provence w here Cezanne painted for m ost of his life. One of the 
paintings H em ingw ay saw in Paris prior to writing the novel is quite similar 
in subject to this scene. Other landscape passages in the novel contain 
chateaux, also subjects of particular interest to Cezanne.
This passage is organized and presented in a m anner that distinctly 
recalls Cezanne's m ethods. It concludes by defining a particular viewpoint: 
high on a hill, overlooking a valley and facing d istant hills that confine the 
picture space. This panoram ic point of view is characteristic of m any of 
Cezanne's pictures and of several on display in Paris w hen Hem ingw ay 
resided there. The hills typify a favorite sort of staffage element for Cezanne; 
they prevent recession tow ards a vanishing point and fading into aerial 
perspective. Because w e are denied a view of that recession into deep 
background in m any of Cezanne's paintings, we m ay have the same sense
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that Jake expresses about this view: that something else lies beyond. We 
know  it, even if we cannot see it. Cezanne's Le Golfe de Marseille, Vu de 
I 'Estaque, shown on the following page, is organized in this way, as are many 
others of his canvases. The best know n are his m any renderings of Mont 
Saint Victoire, and the collections and exhibitions in Paris during the 1920's 
presented m any of the panoram ic landscapes.
Previous to defining the view point, Jake points ou t other elements in 
the scene w ith no special em phasis on one thing over another. His eye is not 
confined by the traditional ordering of space. Hem ingway, after Cezanne, 
m akes no attem pt to establish a conventional reading of the picture from 
foreground to background. Instead he explores the countryside guided by the 
things them selves as his eye is draw n from green and rolling hills to the 
sunlit, w hite planes of the farm house walls, then back to the rich, green land 
and again to houses w ith striking red tiled roofs. As we have noted before, 
the various elements of the picture receive a balanced em phasis w hen no 
attem pt is m ade to fix them  in the confines of norm al perspective. 
H em ingw ay guides our m ind's eye as Cezanne guides our corporeal eye with 
interconnecting planes that do not force us to explore a painting in 
conventional ways but, instead, establish a new and natural balance based on 
color and  volume.
M ost of these qualities are again evident in another, shorter passage 
from  part of the trip  to Burguete. This excerpt is particularly notew orthy for 
its concision:
Then we started on again, and outside the tow n the road 
commenced to m ount. W e were going through farm ing country 
w ith rocky hills that sloped dow n into the fields. The grain-
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fields w ent up the hillsides. N ow  as we went higher there was a 
w ind blowing the grain. The road was white and dusty, and the 
dust rose under the wheels and hung in the air behind us. The 
road climbed up into the hills and left the rich grain-fields 
below. N ow  there w ere only patches of grain on the bare 
hillsides and on each side of the water-courses (SAR , p. 105).
In this brief passage are several references to the upw ard or dow nw ard slope 
of the land, calling to m ind similar features in Cezanne. In his pictures, these 
sloping areas define dynamic planes which interlock and account for m uch of 
the dram atic tension of the painting. Hem ingw ay combines these references 
w ith his use of repetition to render that sam e tension and m ovem ent w ithin 
the scene. Sentences are rhythmically linked, one to the next, by the 
repetition of nouns defining the key elements in the scene ("road . . . fields . . . 
hills"), and the recurrence of these throughout also unifies the entire scene. 
Once again there is little if any attem pt to establish a conventional reading of 
p icture space. The various elements of the landscape receive more or less 
equal em phasis.
Hem ingw ay's descriptions of the country are becoming progressively 
m ore substantial, and they seemed to be building tow ards some sort of climax. 
The following passage is perhaps the m ost successful of the landscape scenes. 
Again, it has all the features we have come to look for, but it is m ost 
im pressive in capturing the same effect that Cezanne achieved in organizing 
his pictures in a succession of planes:
The bus climbed steadily up  the road. The country was barren 
and rocks stuck up  through the clay. There was no grass beside 
the road. Looking back we could see the country spread out
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below. Far back the fields were squares of green and brow n on 
the hillsides. Making the horizon w ere the brow n m ountains. 
They were strangely shaped. As we climbed higher the horizon 
kept changing. As the bus ground slowly up the road we could 
see other m ountains coming up in the south. Then the road 
came over the crest, flattened out, and went into a forest. It was 
a forest of cork oaks, and the sun came through the trees in 
patches, and there were cattle grazing back in the trees. We w ent 
through the forest and the road came out and turned  along a rise 
of land, and out ahead of us was a rolling green plain, with dark 
mountains beyond it. These were not like the brown, heat-baked 
mountains we had left behind. These were wooded and there 
were clouds coming down from them. The green plain stretched 
off. It was cut by fences and the white of the road showed 
through the trunks of a double line of trees that crossed the plain 
toward the north. As we came to the edge of the rise we saw the 
red roofs and white houses of Burguete ahead strung out on the 
plain, and away off on the shoulder of the first dark mountain 
was the gray metal-sheathed roof of the monastery of 
Roncesvalles (p. 108, italics added).
In the italicized passage, Hem ingway's em ulation of Cezanne's planar 
construction is clearly evident. He gives us large planes, volumes, or fields of 
color—a rolling green plain, dark m ountains, cloud banks, red roofs, white 
houses—that are clearly distinguished from one another yet are not in 
them selves distinct or detailed. So again the m ere "thingness" of the 
landscape elements is em phasized by the utterly sim ple and direct
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presentation of them. Instead of being linked together in any conventional 
way, they are juxtaposed one to another, contrasted, and cut by fences and 
roads , giving a powerful dynamic quality to the scene. The effect again is 
enhanced by his use of m any expletives or auxiliary verbs to place the 
volum es in the picture space: "There were . .  . The country was . . .  the fields 
were (not 'looked like') squares . . . .  Making the horizon w ere the brow n 
m ountains. " Repetition again links one sentence to the next and binds 
together the whole passage, providing rhythm , m ovem ent, cohesiveness, and 
unity. Only the most basic adjectives are used, and the colors are simple, 
vibrant, and Cezannean.
The final major landscape passage in this section offers nothing new, 
bu t in characteristic understatem ent, Bill sum s up  the feeling and effect of the 
landscape that has been building in him  and Jake: "This is country" (p. 117). 
The statem ent recalls the same sentim ent expressed in the knowing glance 
and understanding nod exchanged between Bill and Jake in the car on the 
w ay up  while Cohn slept. There are still other landscape passages in the 
novel bu t not of the sam e scope. From this point the im portance, or at least 
the prom inence, of the country diminishes. The fishing trip  is the climax of 
the idyll and of Jake's tem porary escape from the troubles brew ing in his 
entourage. Upon his return  to Pam plona, the circle of his friends begins to 
fall apart. The virtual disappearance of the landscape from the novel 
coincides w ith the deterioration of atm osphere and relationships in the story. 
W hen Jake, Bill and Mike leave Pam plona in the car, they barely take note of 
the country around them  on the w ay to Bayonne: "We came over the 
m ountains and out of Spain and down the white roads and through the 
overfoliaged, wet, green, Basque country, and finally into Bayonne" (p. 228).
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W hen they leave Biarritz for a drive to kill time while waiting for Bill's train, 
the country definitely does not hold the same enchantm ent that it did earlier:
We drove out along the coast road. There was the green 
of the headlands, the white, red-roofed villas, patches of forest, 
and the ocean very blue w ith the tide out and the w ater curling 
far out along the beach. We drove through Saint Jean de Luz 
and passed through villages farther down the coast. Back of the 
rolling country we were going through we saw  the m ountains 
we had come over from Pamplona. The road w ent on ahead.
Bill looked at his watch. It was time for us to go back. He 
knocked on the glass and told the driver to tu rn  around. The 
driver backed the car out into the grass to turn  it. In back of us 
were the woods, below a stretch of m eadow, then the sea 
(SAR, pp. 230-31).
The description here is a scant catalogue with none of the construction and 
ordering of elements found in previous passages. The order is, instead, only a 
stream  of things Jake barely notices as they drive along. They seem to impress 
him  only w ith their m ost obvious characteristic: they are defined by a single 
distinguishing color or as vague patches, either of which he m ight notice 
w ithout turning his head to look. The quality of Jake’s observations reflect 
the near stupefying effect of the holiday now  ending.
Thus far we have seen the influence of Cezanne's paintings on landscape 
passages in Hem ingw ay's fiction, prim arily through the painter's emphasis 
on volum e and organization of the picture space. Both the textual and the 
extratextual evidence clearly dem onstrate the impact of Cezanne's pictures
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upon Hem ingw ay's prose. As posited in the introduction of this paper, we 
should not be surprised to find that a w riter influenced by Imagism, to the 
extent that Hem ingw ay was, looked for a visual m eans of working out some 
of his theories. H em ingw ay found the means in the canvases of Cezanne and 
began to test his findings in the landscapes of his earliest work. But he was 
concerned w ith m uch m ore than show ing the country in his stories; he 
strove to give every aspect of his fiction the sam e living quality found in the 
landscape passages we have thus far examined. Indeed, he had begun to 
pursue that goal even before trying to do the country like Cezanne, and he 
had  m ade substantial progress. It w ould be difficult, at best, to determine how  
m uch of Hem ingw ay's ability to show us "the w ay it was" derives from w hat 
he learned from Cezanne, bu t it is clear that in working out his theories, in 
part through Cezanne, H em ingw ay was able to develop his abilities to a 
degree that w ould not have been possible otherwise. In Cezanne,
H em ingw ay found a kinsm an who w restled w ith exactly the same artistic 
question: H ow  does one capture and convey to others the intense emotions 
that certain experiences stir in him? Cezanne's pictures presented a solution 
to anyone w ith an eye shrew d enough to see and understand, as so many of 
his contem poraries, and those who followed, failed to do. From Cezanne 
H em ingw ay learned m ore precisely how  to provide only the salient quality or 
characteristic of a visual scene that captured the essence of w hat he saw and 
felt and w hat he w anted his readers to see and feel. This lesson brought him  
m uch closer to his broader goal of bringing the same intense immediacy to all 
aspects of experience, not just the visual.
Some of the passages we have examined indicate that, in working out 
his theories in Cezanne, Hem ingw ay was already thinking of applying the
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painter's lessons m ore broadly than to his landscape scenes alone. The 
passage from Reynolds's Hemingway: The Paris Years cited in the 
introduction is one indication; soon after m eeting Ezra Pound, his m entor 
taught Hem ingw ay m uch about the connection between visual and verbal 
art. Another indication comes from a closer reading of a passage from A 
Moveable Feast cited previously: "I was learning som ething from the 
painting of Cezanne that m ade w riting simple true sentences far from 
enough to make the stories have the dimensions that I was trying to p u t in 
them. I was learning very m uch from him . .  . ." It is interesting to note that, 
aside from the fact that Cezanne is a painter, there is no specific reference to 
any visual aspect of these lessons. The statem ent is curiously general if we 
are to believe that Hem ingway, in retrospect, is saying that he learned only to 
m ake landscapes from Paul Cezanne.
A comparison of tw o excerpts from letters of the 1920's also shows that, 
as Hem ingw ay was trying to do the country, he was thinking beyond it to his 
larger goals. On 12 September 1924, he wrote the following to Edward 
O 'Brien:
W hat I've been doing is trying to do country so you don't 
rem em ber the w ords after you read it but actually have the 
Country. It is hard  because to do it you have to see the country 
all complete all the time you write and not just have a romantic 
feeling about it (Letters, p. 123).
Only six m onths later, he expressed a broader ambition in a similarly w orded 
letter to his father:
You see I'm  trying in all m y stories to get the feeling of 
actual life across—not to just depict life—or criticize it—but to
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actually m ake it alive. So that when you have read som ething 
by me you actually experience the thing (Letters, 20 March 1925, 
p. 153).
Clearly by this time Hem ingw ay did not distinguish between his aims for 
describing a landscape and for describing any other experience. They were the 
same: "to make instead of describe" the intensity of his experiences (AM F , p. 
154).
W ith the idea in m ind that Cezanne's influence was an integral part of 
H em ingw ay's art, we can look to the fiction for evidence that bears this out. 
"Hills Like W hite Elephants," one of Hem ingw ay's m ost artistically 
successful stories, serves as a particularly good example because landscape is 
an im portant elem ent that is handled similarly to the m ethods discussed 
above, yet nearly every other aspect of the story dem onstrates the same kind 
of handling. Indeed, the story as a whole strikes us as being m ore nearly like 
a painting than alm ost anything else in Hem ingw ay's (and m ost other 
writers') prose. So m uch of its effect is visual in nature, even beyond the 
strange w hite hills of the symbolic backdrop. We participate fully in the story 
only if we see m any other elements in it, including gestures by the characters 
and even their faces as we imagine a precise intonation of key pieces of 
dialogue.
The short story, because of its brevity, is the best prose form at for a 
verbal rendering of visual art. The m ost obvious, and problem atic, lim itation 
to attem pting this conversion is literature's existence in time. Even the 
shortest passage of prose cannot be taken in and understood at a glance and as 
w holly as can a painting, but Hem ingw ay's "Hills" is as successful as prose 
can be. It is actually incorrect to assert that a good painting can truly be "taken
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in and understood at a glance." Rather, we often speak of "reading" a 
painting in a w ay similar to reading prose. We focus first on one area of the 
canvas then another until we have taken in most of its elements and come to 
some understanding of it. The difference from prose reading lies in the 
relative quickness w ith which w e accomplish this in looking at a painting 
and in the fact that the process is not linear, as w ith prose, even in the m ost 
realistic or representational "narrative" painting. The solution for a writer 
w ho w ould give us a visual tableau to convey his story is to somehow 
com pensate for these two "deficiencies" in prose.16
Hem ingw ay does this to a rem arkable degree in "Hills Like W hite 
Elephants." The story is quite short, short enough for the reader to take in all 
at once because Hem ingw ay assists us by m uch repetition both within short 
passages and throughout the story, and even though it takes longer than to 
size up  a painting, the effect is much the same. As we read a painting, we are 
subject to the cum ulative effect of taking in its m any elements in a brief 
m om ent of time. Though we cannot truly focus on all aspects of it at once, 
each aspect is only a fraction of a second from our visual grasp, and we very 
quickly come to integrate its m any aspects into a reading of the subject. In the 
short story, Hem ingw ay reinforces w hat we have already seen at any given 
point by repeating key w ords or phrases that resonate throughout the story. 
Brief passages are built up more substantially and held together by repetition 
that impresses them  more firmly on our m ind's eye. M ore broadly, he 
returns several times to im portant passages, thereby strengthening their 
im pact on our reading of the story. The best example of this is the continual 
retu rn  to the landscape, especially the hills. The story derives m uch of its 
effect from these repetitions, building up  im pressions of the couple's
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surroundings, telling gestures and conversation. And we observe that 
H em ingw ay does this in the same w ay he gives us vivid landscapes: he 
shows us, precisely, the salient detail that tells all. In "Hills," we see how  
effective Hem ingw ay is w hen he only shows us the way it was. We see how 
the skills he honed in describing the country work so well at every point.
The story, about a young couple en route to an abortion that they hope 
will restore stability to their troubled relationship, begins w ith a landscape 
that has all the techniques learned from Cezanne, enriched by the symbolism 
at which Hem ingway became so adept.
The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and white. On 
this side there was no shade and no trees and the station was 
between two lines of rails in the sun. Close against the side of 
the station there was the w arm  shadow  of the building and a 
curtain, m ade of strings of bamboo beads, hung across the open 
door into the bar, to keep out flies. The American and the girl 
w ith him  sat at a table in the shade, outside the building. It was 
very h o t . . .  (ShSt, p. 273).
As w ith H em ingw ay's best w riting (and Cezanne's pictures), there are no 
superfluous elements. W hile there is little repetition in the passage itself, 
every elem ent or w ord in the scene will be repeated throughout the rest of 
story. H em ingw ay has introduced in this paragraph alm ost every visual 
elem ent in the narrative. Each one will echo several times, serving as a 
referent upon  which he will build  and sustain our impressions.
M any symbolic aspects of the landscape are evident from the 
beginning, m ost notably the hills. The initial im pression is one of 
barrenness, but w hen we learn shortly that the hills are like w hite elephants,
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another dim ension is added. They conjure up  an image of the distended belly 
of a pregnant woman. In this, white elephants in the m inds of some (like the 
girl) represent a treasure, even something worshipful in some Eastern 
cultures. To others (like the man), white elephants are burdensom e oddities.
H em ingw ay points out the lack of shade on the near side of the river. 
This m ay not seem rem arkable except that he introduces the fact rhetorically 
in such a w ay as to suggest a contrast to some opposite condition on the other 
side of the river: "On this side there was no shade and no trees . . . But he 
has not m entioned the presence or absence of shade in the foregoing 
sentence. By injecting the negative into the description, he prefigures the 
em otional atm osphere of the couple's relationship. That atm osphere is 
definitively established almost from the beginning of their conversation, to 
be reinforced throughout, w hen the tension betw een them  comes to the 
surface w ith any topic of conversation.
Together, the narration and the couple's conversation return  six times 
to some m entioning of the landscape, each time recalling the same 
barrenness that typifies their relationship. One exception comes w hen the 
girl contem plates not having the abortion. For a short m om ent, she alm ost 
believes the m an as he professes to care m ore about her than about himself.
The girl stood up and w alked to the end of the station. 
Across, on the other side, were fields of grain and trees along the 
banks of the Ebro. Far away, beyond the river, were mountains. 
The shadow  of a cloud moved across the field of grain and she 
saw  the river through the trees (ShSt, p. 276).
This retu rn  to the landscape shows us for the first time that there is some 
fruitfulness in it. We see that fields of grain and trees are a part of it, and
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though we know already that the Ebro is a river, "river" is stated for the first 
tim e at this point. These images of life come precisely in the m iddle of a 
passage of dialogue where we hear a tinge of hope in the girl's voice and see 
her wistfully gazing from the edge of the station platform  out across the 
countryside. "The shadow  of a cloud" cuts across the m om entary hope, 
however, and we learn also that her view of the river, a life source, is barred 
by trees. As the cloud moves over, she recognizes the m an's posturing and 
her inevitable decision. W hen he states, ’"And we could have all this . . . we 
could have everything . . . , ' "  she realizes they cannot because "’once they 
take it away, you never get it back.'"
This rem ark from Jig brings up another of the dim ensions that 
H em ingw ay learned early on to give to his stories, a dim ension which w as at 
least suggested or confirmed by Cezanne's influence. W hile Jig in this 
rem ark refers specifically to "getting the world back," the same w ords im ply a 
connection to the unborn child, which once aborted cannot be gotten back. 
Just as Hem ingw ay learned first to provide the salient details of a landscape to 
create a m ental image for the reader and further to provide the symbolic 
detail to add  other dimensions he sought for his stories, he transfers that 
lesson to create more telling dialog, behavior, and action.
Another, m ore visual, exam ple of this makes the connection clearer. 
Earlier in the story, we receive a very distinct image w hen ”[t]he girl look[s] at 
the bead curtain, put[s] her hand out and [takes] hold of two of the strings of 
beads." Recalling that the story takes place in Spain, a Catholic country, and 
that Jig's dilem ma is a m oral one, she looks to be telling the beads of a rosary. 
In one m asterful sentence, H em ingw ay almost forces us to this observation. 
Consider that he m ight have w ritten, "The girl grabbed two of the strings of
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beads" or som ething like that. Instead, he articulates the decision and each 
part of the sim ple gesture, thus building up  a brief m om ent of tension that 
m ore effectively calls attention to its significance, and the effect depends 
alm ost entirely upon the reader’s ability to see it. Still another such image is 
that of the couple's luggage. "There were labels on them  from all the hotels 
where they had spent nights," enough nights sleeping together to conceive 
the child that, w hether born or aborted, will bring all their problem s m ore 
completely to the surface (ShSt, p. 277).
This sam e effect perm eates the whole of "Hills Like W hite Elephants," 
though m ost examples do not stand out as clearly as those just d ted . Instead, 
each one adds the tiniest bit to the overall impression the story gives of the 
couple's troubled life together, w hether it is a repetition or a new detail. For 
Cezanne, the placem ent of every single brush stroke was carefully considered 
for the im pact it w ould have on the particular elem ent of the composition.
In turn, each elem ent contributes wholly to the overall effect of the picture. 
N o single part could stand apart from the unity of the composition. "Hills" 
dem onstrates the sam e in H em ingw ay’s best writing. The story succeeds only 
by the accumulation of detail throughout the story, details reinforced by 
repetition that keeps key images before us until the total effect of the story is 
achieved.
If there is any failure in this story, it derives from H em ingw ay’s 
inability to refrain from giving us some signpost to direct our understanding 
of the couple's dilem m a, rather than relying on the series of im pressions he 
so artfully establishes to give us a true feeling of w hat it w ould have been like 
to  observe them  from the next table. He uses the w ord "operation" twice and 
belabors "it" perhaps a little too m uch to avoid undercutting the story’s effect
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som ewhat. The following quotation describes the writer w ho does such 
things "compulsively," which Hem ingw ay certainly does not, but 
N akjavani’s observations provide insight into w hat m ight be considered a 
slight failure and, by contrast, into the extraordinary successes of "Hills Like 
W hite Elephants."
The w riter w ho compulsively writes explanatory narrative prose 
violates the artistic integrity of a w ork of short fiction and 
provides it w ith an inner m echanism of self-destruction. In this 
context, to explain is to destroy. The veritable magical quality of 
the art of the short story is that it transcends any given 
explanation of it. A successful work of short fiction contains all 
the possible explanations and interpretations of it by its readers 
and critics . . .  .17
To reiterate, H em ingw ay is far from compulsive in this regard, and his 
reference to an "operation" is certainly not a clear explanation of the couple’s 
conversation; however, it is more explicit than he needed to have been.
"Hills" w ould have been stronger if the discussion of the operation had fallen 
victim  to his theory of omission and if he had relied completely on the 
succession of images from the scenery, from conversation, and  from 
behavior. We w ould still be able to discern that the problem  is an im pending 
abortion, and even if we w ere not, the story w ould nevertheless have been 
successful because its effect does not depend on our knowing this fact. Rather, 
as Nakjavani says in the same article,
[t]he short story . . .  derives its m ode of being from w hat it 
contains of the unknow n, of the ineffable, of the truly 
m ysterious, of that w hich is inexplicable at any given time and
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can only be grasped by initimation, by indirection and, therefore, 
by the im aginative faculties of the w riter's and the reader’s 
m ind .18
These general rem arks characterize "Hills Like W hite Elephants." This is the 
effect that Hem ingw ay arrives at, especially in his writing of the 1920's, 
through the visual dimensions of his fiction. W hether depicting a landscape, 
a conversation, or some action, Hem ingway resorts to his ability to m ake us 
picture it in our m ind's eye, as we m ove from his rendering of experience to 
our ow n personal version colored by experience, knowledge, and memory.
Hem ingw ay had other successes of the caliber and kind we observe in "Hills 
Like W hite Elephants." "Cat in the Rain" is another of the best of his short 
stories. Even "Big Two-Hearted River" exhibits some of the Cezannesque 
tendencies in other aspects of the story; w hen we watch Nick's ritualistic 
execution of the sim plest tasks, w e know  that som ething lies beneath the 
surface of his actions. The opening scene of A Farewell to Arms shows his 
landscape powers are still intact at the end of the 1920's, but as Scott 
D onaldson points out in By Force of Will, the techniques discussed here give 
w ay increasingly to Hem ingway's use of irony to point out the moral of his 
story. M any, if not most, readers will agree that his best w riting is that of the 
twenties and that those successes are due in large part to his relentless efforts 
to show us the way it was, and thus how it felt to look upon or experience 
som ething, just as Cezanne does.
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